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New Edition Available 5/1/2013 Building on the wisdom and forward thinking of authors John Monagle and David Thomasa, this thorough
revision of Health Care Ethics: Critical Issues for the 21st Century brings the reader up-to-date on the most important issues in biomedical
ethics today.
Rescue story of three boys growing up in poverty in NJ with an alcoholic, abusive father and how God used a small local church to rescue
and redeem them. The church set them on a new path and impacts their families for generations to come. See how God performed miracles
in each of their lives, including a car accident, where a little girl was struck in the street and the words "God don't let her die!" turned into a
modern day Lazarus story. This testimony will inspire those in difficult situations and will help spur churches to continue reaching out to their
communities. The results are life changing not only on individuals, but generations.
This thorough revision of health care ethics brings the reader up to date on the most important issues in biomedical ethics today.
In Balanced Living: Don't Let Your Strength Become Your Weakness, Robert Knight develops the theme of balance as central to good mental
health, to moral and spiritual health, to emotional well-being, and to social functioning. This theme emerges from his more than thirty years of
experience as a Christian minister, as a counselor, as a teacher and clinical supervisor of counselors, as well as from experience as a
management and human-relations consultant. According to Knight, when we are failing or falling, it isn't always because of some inadequacy
or limitation; it is rather because we have taken a strength (or it has taken us) too far--a strength that has become a weakness. The signature
chapter, "Balanced Living," addresses such common tensions as success and failure. It asks: How seriously do you take yourself? What time
is it in your life? Following chapters cover balanced families, balance and personality type (using the Myers-Briggs Type Indicator), and
balanced religion (achieving healthy moral and spiritual balance). Based on common questions, the chapter on "Counseling and
Psychotherapy" guides consumers of professional counseling services. Topics include the various types of mental health service providers
and theoretical approaches to counseling. The final chapter discusses human developmental models (in particular that of Erik Erikson),
addresses certain values implicit in the counseling process, and treats certain theological assumptions from a Hebrew-Christian perspective.
Mental health professionals, pastors, and others involved in helping people (as well as students preparing for such vocations) will find this
book informative and challenging, perhaps even confirming. The book also engages laypersons--consumers of professional counseling and
related mental, emotional, moral, spiritual, and relational health services. Of particular value are the case studies, examples, and illustrations
presented in Balanced Living: Don't Let Your Strength Become Your Weakness.
Staying strong through ARDS, vasculitis, paralysis, and recovery Did you ever wonder what would happen if your entire life changed
completely in a single day? If everything you had ever known was turned upside down? Your health, your family, your job, your identity, your
future-all changed forever? Breathless is the story of a woman who faced this terrifying and uncertain fate. Follow along on her journey as
she describes her life as a mother, wife, and business executive who is successful, busy, happy, and healthy one day, and the next day is on
life support in the ER as her lungs close after collapsing at home. As she endures a month in a medically induced coma while doctors
frantically search for a cause, and her chances of survival become dim, her husband, family, and dear friends cover her in prayer beseeching
God to spare her life. Miraculously, God spared her life! She recovered from the coma and ARDS, only to awaken completely paralyzed. Life
had changed forever, and the battle to return to a sense of normalcy was overwhelming. She was unable to do anything for herself. Doctors
anticipated possible recovery of some movement but didn't know for sure what the final outcome would be. After a year of physical therapy,
strong determination, endless prayers, and the support of dear friends, she regained her mobility and was able to return to normal activities.
The only problem was, life had moved on and her twenty-six-year career was gone. Thus a new battle began-a battle to discover who she
was, and what God's plan was for her life. After struggling for a year to return to her "normal" life, only to find that normal no longer existed,
what would life mean now? Who was she? What was normal when normal no longer existed? It was there when all else was gone that she
discovered peace, comfort, and identity in Jesus. The author shares her poignant story of battling rejection, depression, and loss of identity by
staying strong in hope, faith, and trust in her Lord and Savior Jesus Christ. She shares how God became tangible through His word, leading
her to a deeper knowledge of her purpose-driven life in Him.
Quacks: Two Years as a Patient in a Veterans Affairs Nursing HomeLulu.com
This book offers experiences and important lessons about teaching and classroom life at all grade levels, illuminating the perspective of both
teachers and students. Knitting teacher and student voices together, this book inspires practicing teachers and those who are learning to
teach, with universal insights drawn from elementary school, middle school, high school, and college.
Directed by his bishop to "do something" with the deteriorating cathedral he was assigned to, Father Knott began the transformation from the
pulpit. His preaching was so vivid and so grounded in scripture and real life that the pews began to fill, Sunday after Sunday. Readers can
now enjoy the stories and teachings Knott offers to amplify Scripture readings for the day or reason.
Can I have hope in what appears to be a hopeless situation? Is the question confronting a vast number of Christians today. As Christians, we
know all of the right words to say when an unexpected storm enters our life, but living what we profess becomes a challenge when it appears
that God is not hearing our prayers. I have learned that it is easy to trust God when life is going well. However, can we trust Him when we find
ourselves in the midst of a storm and Jesus appears to be sleeping? As such, the ultimate purpose of this book is to encourage others that
they must never allow their situation to cause them to give up on God, because God doesnt give up on us. Therefore, it is because of the life
of Christ and this situation that I have transitioned from asking Why me? to Why not me?
A while back, I made the mistake of walking into the VA hospital in Loma Linda, California, to get a right knee implant. How was I supposed to
know the surgeon was lying about his rate of success? He lost my upper partial dental plate, the titanium prothesis became infected, and my
right knee is now frozen in a bent position. I can't stand up, I'm not comfortable lying down, I'm horribly scarred, I can't drive, and I'm stuck in
a rickety wheelchair that desperately needs a front end alignment. They addicted me to morphine and sent me home to die. God help me
before I'm dead and gone. Quacks is about negligence, malpractice, and abuse in VA nursing homes. Read it to find out how to change the
VA system for the better.

In a youth-oriented culture where old age is almost regarded as the unpardonable sin, there is not much space in our daily lives for
the discussion of the one reality that is inescapable - aging. This book brings the good news that discussions about aging can
bring new purpose, meaning, and hope to all of life - regardless of your present age. It is a book filled with perspectives and
suggestions that can make the advancing years truly golden in the sense of satisfaction, meaning, and fulfillment. Come along with
the author (who is 80+ years old) on the journey through this book and see if it was worth the trip. You may be surprised at the
number of discoveries and new insights you will find which can enlighten and enliven all of the remaining days of your life. Aging Is
Not Optional includes challenging questions for reflection and discussion. It's suitable for individual or small group use, or for a
church study.
Jake Hargis was a legendary lawman in the Texas Rangers. After he left the Rangers he met Audra and fell in love. Just as his life
seemed to be coming together, Audra was brutally murdered. Jake's instinct as a lawman sent him on a deadly search for the
killer. His old Marshal, Alvis Brogden sent two men to help him. Now they are in Two Guns, hot on the trail of a man that kills for no
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reason but with terrifying regularity and precision. Nobody had ever seen or even heard of this kind of killer. But just as Jake has
the evil in his sights, a local cattle baron, Leon Gunter, whose lust for power and money consumes him, gets in the way. Now,
Jake must help the local sheriff, Colton Jarret and the people of Two guns control Gunter and somehow stop the first known serial
killer in the United States. Serial West is a murder mystery, a horror story, and a western all wrapped up in one. The story is full of
colorful characters and suspense. It is a series of twists and turns that ultimately lead to a shocking end.
Spur-of-the-Moment Crafts presents over 200 fun Bible craft ideas and instructions—loaded with flexibility and creativity—that don't
require any advance preparation. A perfect resource for busy teachers who want to reinforce biblical truths in an easy, fun, and
memorable way. Designed for children in grades 1–6.
Ever wonder if Jesus really cares about your new bike, your favorite app, or how you treat your little sister? Each of the 40 brief
devotional chapters in It All Matters to Jesus offers reassurance that He does care whether or not you told a "little white lie" at
school. . .how you treat Mom and Dad. . .how you spend your free time. . .your daily struggles and cares. . . He cares about every
little--and BIG!--thing. It ALL matters to Jesus! You'll learn to find the heavenly Father in life's daily details and come to know just
how much He cares for you!
Betrayal, lies, and abuse is all Dee knows about love; especially after all the abuse she has been through with her ex-Shad! Dee
decides that she won't let that toxic relationship hold her back and claims that it is finally time for her to explore finding herself and
start dating again. Since her heart is hardened, she will just strictly date...no falling in love! Yet will Deeanna open up to love again
and can God show the bold godly man for her? Nathan was known for being a player before he accepted Christ in his life. A long
journey is ahead of him since he is still considered a baby in Christ. Yet when Deanna caught his eyes a year ago at Nylah and
Gill’s wedding, he couldn't get her off his mind. Nathan is determined to obtain a relationship and he can see Dee's beauty in her
worth, but Dee is still broken from her past and not willing to give up having a piece of man instead of focusing on putting trust in
the real man. Will God step in and help these two? Find out what happens next in He Who Finds a Wife Book 5: Deeanna's Story!
keywords: free christian fiction books by black authors, christian books free, christian fiction free, african American, african
american romance free, black authors free full books, urban books, urban books free, urban, urban fiction, urban street fiction,
urban african american, free book, freebie, free book, free ebook, free, urban books black authors free, african american books
free, christian romance fiction books free , african american christian fiction, christian fiction

This work features stories that teach us to tell time. Coming from a family that some would call addicted to storytelling,
Sally Russell began listening nearly twenty years ago especially for stories that bring the past into the present. The
subjects range from love, sex, and death to less weighty considerations such as journeys, building fires, cooking, and a
variety of family matters. Beginning with her own family's account of what happened to them during the American Civil
War and how those stories directly affected her life 125 years later, Russell shares the discovery of time-traveling through
a range of tales that are humorous, historical, haphazard, heart-warming, and heartbreaking, often within the same story.
For Russell, all stories, however personal or cultural, represent shared human history and form an intricate, original, and
sheltering tapestry that belongs to all and represents a curious security in our future-shock world. Through beloved old
stories and through new ones forming, threads of regret, sorrow, joy, wonder, courage, wisdom, beauty, and some other
thing that isn't any of these things - perhaps the greatest mystery - are woven into a fabric that entertains, educates, and
delights with scenes of days gone by, portraits of worthwhile people, and events that shaped our characters. Story-telling
is an important vehicle by which we bond with each other in multiple dimensions and generations. The stories she shares
show how story-telling gives us a latitude of home, to use an old nautical term, i.e., a reference point on our map of being
that shows us where we came from. In a figurative sense, latitude of home is that place/time from which we start. Our
stories, our family myths, give us the knowledge of our place in Time. Russell invites readers to consider their own
repertoires of stories, what they can learn about and from their own family myth, and how they can share that myth to
inform, delight and strengthen.
Do You Know What Prayer Can Do? The old church mothers can tell you. Praying mothers dont stop until they see their
miracle. Their lives, their testimonies and their faithfulness to Gods work will encourage you to become a person of love,
virtue, prayer and faith. In Hush Mother Is Praying, The Author shares with you how the praying mothers changed her
life. She also included some songs she wrote to express the personality of praying mothers.
This is a book to introduce you to “God, love, and to encourage you, and give you hope, give you the motivation and
inspiration” to accomplish your dreams and goals in your life. That our God will use this tool to encourage all people
around the world they can accomplish their dreams and goals in their life no matter come in their lives, You can begin
again right now it is never to late God has the last word. Keep our God first in your life and watch what our God will do in
your life. This is my first book God bless me to do I could not believe it until it was done. It would not have happened if I
had not had our God in my life this would not have been possible. I would like to ask everyone to keep this book in your
prayers.
When my oldest son, Tony, was killed, I knew I desperately needed God. I felt lost. It was uncharted territory for me, and
I needed guidance. In this book, I share how God guided me through my days of mourning and revealed truths from His
Word that gave me hope and continues to sustain me today. Throughout this book, you will also read other testimonies
from people who have lived through the crushing reality of losing a loved one. My prayer is that this book will be a
blessing and a help to everyone who reads it. This book is, at its heart, my testimonythe reality that our God understands
and meets us in the midst of our grief and offers us great hope!
"In the morning, while it was still very dark, he got up and went out to a deserted place, and there he prayed" (Mark 1:35).
Jesus taught by his words and actions. He went by himself to pray when he was tired, when faced with upcoming trying
events, or when he just wanted to be alone in the presence of his Lord. He gave us guidance about what to pray, how to
pray, and why to pray, and was very familiar with the Hebrew Scriptures. Thus, if we want to become Jesus' disciple we
should follow his model and invest time and emotional energy into prayer, Bible study, and reflection. Nourishment For
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The Spiritual Pilgrimage provides an aid for those who want to participate in the spiritual pilgrimage of becoming a
lifelong disciple of Jesus Christ. It offers insight and support for those who daily want to turn their hearts, souls, and
minds to God's will in their lives, as they strive to help in bringing about God's kingdom in this present time. There are
countless other devotionals, but hopefully this can offer something that many of the others may not, a specific focus on
the concept of discipleship.
Journeys, Generations, and Cracked Eggs tells the true story of a couple who faced a life-and-death crisis and how they
experienced the clear and undeniably miraculous presence of God. For anyone who needs the assurance that there truly is a God
who can and does involve Himself on a personal level in lives that are open to Him, this book tells of such a God. It is an account
of one who has experienced on a regular basis the divine activity of Almighty God in both the big and the small issues of everyday
life.
Memorial Stones has been in the making for fifteen years. Lots has happened since I began this book, and I would like to share
with my audience some of the gems I have found in my Stones. They are all different sizes, yet profound, sentimental, funny, and
true. You too will find one or more of these beauties as you find your own Stones in Lifes Classroom.
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